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Need another word that means the same as “untouched”? Find 19 synonyms for
“untouched” in this overview.
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Untouched as an Adjective

Definitions of "Untouched" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “untouched” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:

Not having come in contact.
Not influenced or affected- V.L.Parrington.
Not influenced or affected.
(of a subject) not treated in writing or speech; not discussed.
Emotionally unmoved.
Not handled, used, or tasted.
Still full.
Not affected, changed, or damaged in any way.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Untouched" as an adjective (19 Words)

unaffected Free of artificiality; sincere and genuine.
Entirely unaffected by each other s writings.

unblemished Free from physical or moral spots or stains.
Her body was perfectly formed and unblemished.

unconsumed (especially of food or fuel) not consumed.
This invariably leads to unconsumed food accumulating on the bottom.

undamaged Not harmed or damaged.
Buildings undamaged during the war.

undefiled (of language) not having its purity or excellence debased.
Learn to speak pure English undefiled.

undrunk (of drink) not consumed.
Mugs of undrunk tea.

uneaten Not eaten.
Salad lying uneaten on the plate.

https://grammartop.com/unaffected-synonyms
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unharmed Not injured.
All the hostages were released unharmed.

uninfluenced Not influenced or affected.
Styles of dress relatively uninfluenced by popular fashion.

unmarked Not having an identifying mark.
An unmarked police car.

unmarred Not marred.

unmoved Emotionally unmoved.
Always appeared completely unmoved and imperturbable.

unpolluted Not contaminated with noxious or poisonous substances.
Unpolluted streams.

unscathed Not injured.
I came through all those perils unscathed.

unspoiled Not decayed or decomposed.
One of the best stretches of unspoiled coastline in the UK.

unsullied Spotlessly clean and fresh.
The unsullied snow of mountains.

unswayed Not influenced or affected- V.L.Parrington.
Investors are unswayed by suggestions that the numbers are overblown.

untarnished Not spoiled or damaged.
His ministers enjoyed an untarnished reputation.

untasted (of food or drink) not sampled or tested for flavour.
Louis s untasted food was scraped into the dog s bowl.
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Usage Examples of "Untouched" as an adjective

An untouched cocktail in her hand.
Annabel pushed aside her untouched plate.
Stewed in its petty provincialism untouched by the brisk debates that stirred the old
world.
Prague was relatively untouched by the war.
No detail is left untouched.
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